An Empirical Investigation on Kohonen Clustering in Indian Retail Industry
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ABSTRACT

Kohonen clustering is one of the important functions of data mining. From the aspect of data mining, clustering research extracts valuable knowledge from large data sets intelligently and automatically. Kohonen clustering was proposed along with the development of databases and the emergence of data mining and Knowledge discovery technology. Kohonen clustering is applied in many areas, such as: pattern recognition, marketing, market segmentation and so on. In this paper, an empirical investigation was done using a data mining tool Clementine (a data mining tool of SPSS) and Kohonen neural network clustering algorithm to analyze the real sales database of the Indian retail organization, in order to find out the clusters of similar product categories.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Retail in India has emerged as one of the most dynamic and fast paced industries with several players entering the market. The data that retail business collect about their customers is one of the greatest assets of it. Buried within this vast amount of data is all sorts of valuable information that could make a significant difference to the way in which any business organization run their business, and interact with their current and prospective customers and gaining the competitive edge on their competitors. Retail industry is using Information Technology (IT) for generating, storing and analyzing mass produced data not only for operational purposes but also for enabling strategic decision making to survive in a competitive and dynamic environment. Data Mining helps in reducing information overload along with the improved decision-making by searching for relationships and patterns from the huge dataset collected by organizations. It enables a retail industry to focus on the most important information in the database and allows retailers to make more knowledgeable decisions by predicting future trends and behaviors. The Kohonen node generates a type of neural network that can be used to cluster the dataset into distinct groups. When the network is fully trained, records that are similar should appear close together on the output map, while records that are different will appear far apart. You can look at the number of observations captured by each unit in the generated model to identify the strong units. This may give you a sense of the appropriate number of clusters.

The arrival of retail boom caused the global technology vendors to quickly get into the marketplace with solutions that claim to make retailers’ lives simpler. Retailers have to put in great effort to really know their customers. Retail industry emphasized on quick delivery of customer focused services (offers, promos, etc) since adapting to customer needs in a very limited period of time is also very important. Retailers continuously get the advantage from information collected from customers’ transactions. Hence requirements of retail technology wise would encompass business intelligence, data mining/warehousing, and other similar technologies since using these, retailers can constantly benefit from newly observed trends based on user purchases [29]. The changing consumption patterns trigger changes in shopping styles of consumers and also the factors that drive people into stores[15]. Hou and Tu [13] addressed that the managers in the contemporary marketing must importantly identify potential customer relationships to positively affect corporate performance. Ranjan and Bhatnagar [24] opined that the optimization of revenue can be accomplished by a better understanding of customers, based on their purchasing patterns and demographics, and better information empowerment at all customers touch points, whether with employees or other media interfaces. With the retail boom, companies are likely to deploy IT tools that help them enhance the end-customer’s experience. Jones and Ranchhod [14] expressed that the strategic focus is required on the real complexity of the relationship that organizations are initially able to establish with customers. Sangle and Verma [28] opined that the customer relationship management unites the potential of marketing strategies and IT to create profitable, long-term relationships with customers and helps in enhancing the opportunities to use data and information to both understand customers and co-create value with them.

2. INDIAN RETAIL INDUSTRY

Retailers face a dynamic and competitive environment. With increased globalization, market saturation, and increased competitiveness through mergers and acquisitions, retailers are seeking competitive advantages by better managing customer relations through database management. This is not a new concept but seeking competitive advantage through improving relationships with customers has taken on new life. Rogers [26] addresses that the companies recognize that customer relationships are the underlying tool for building customer value, and they are finally realizing that growing customer value is the key to increasing enterprise value. The retail sector is a sector that is growing rapidly in the global, as well as in the Indian scenario. The Indian retail industry is ranked among the ten largest retail markets in the world. The changing lifestyle of the Indian consumer makes it imperative for the retailers to understand the patterns of consumption. The changing consumption patterns trigger changes in the shopping styles of consumers and also in the factors that drive people into stores [15]. The attitudinal shift of the Indian consumer in terms of ‘choice preference’, ‘value for money’ and the emergence of organized retail formats have transformed the face of retailing in India. Overall retail business efficiency in India is 2%, even though India is considered as one of the countries where IT is booming [22]. Rising incomes, increased advertising, and a jump in the number of women working in the country’s urban centers have
made goods more attainable and enticing to a larger portion of the population. At the same time, trade liberalization and more sophisticated manufacturing techniques create goods that are less expensive and higher quality [12].

Retail is India’s largest industry, accounting for over 10 per cent of the country’s GDP and around eight per cent of the employment. The market size of Indian retail industry is about US $312 billion. Organized retail comprises only 2.8 per cent of the total retailing market and is estimated at around US$ 8.7 billion. The organized retail sector is expected to grow to US $70 billion by 2010 [30]. Estimates predict that the overall size of the retail sector in India is expected to touch US$427 billion by 2010 and US$637 billion by 2015 with the modern segment expected to account for 22 per cent by 2010, up from the present four per cent. Currently the size of the Indian retail sector is to the tune of US $ 328 billion with unorganized retailing in a dominating mode. Organised retailing contributes to roughly around 4% of the whole market [7]. Retailers of multiple brands operate via a wholesale model ‘cash-and-carry’ or a franchise. The Indian retailing industry has seen phenomenal growth in the last five years (2001–2006). Organized retailing has finally emerged from the shadows of unorganized retailing and is contributing significantly to the growth of the Indian retail sector. There are two ways of making money in retailing: (i) making money on every transaction or (ii) selling to the customer several times.

To make money on every transaction procurement and logistics processes and competencies are crucial. However, making money on every transaction is difficult. First time customers often buy promotional goods with low or negative margin [9]. Retail Profitability is now connected to customer insight. It is no secret that companies across different industries are adopting powerful new tools to get, keep, and grow relationships with their best customers. Years ago, the best retailers were those that could generate pedestrian traffic and had well merchandised stores offering fresh displays and good service. Now that we have entered the information age, leading retailers are leveraging a traditionally overlooked asset—their customers—and using this insight to focus their merchandising, marketing and customer service offerings into a powerful, integrated brand offering.

Retailers that successfully integrate their offerings into “one face” to the customer will be able to build two-way relationships with customers that create strong switching costs, thereby establishing a sustainable competitive advantage [23]. Customers know a great deal about the places they shop, and they certainly have a 360-degree view of a retailer, whatever the interpretation of that may be. Retail data warehouse can be used to put yourself in your customer’s shoes and get a 360-degree view of the business from their perspective [27].

A. Retail Sales in India

Retailing in India is witnessing a huge revamping exercise as can be seen in the graph shown below in Figure 1. Most of the growth is in two sectors: Food and apparel (see Figure 1).

B. Key Players in the Indian Retail Sector

The untapped scope of retailing has attracted superstores like Wal-Mart into India, leaving behind the kiranas that served us for years. Such companies are basically IT based. The other important participants in the Indian Retail sector are Bata, Big Bazaar, Pantaloons, Archies, Cafe Coffee Day, landmark, Khadims, Crossword, Shoppers’ Stop Ltd., Big Bazaar, Westside (Tata Group), Future Group, Trent Ltd., RPG Retail, Vishal Retail Ltd., Bata India Ltd., Provogue India Ltd., Videocon Appliances Ltd., I.T.C. Ltd., Godrej Agrovert Ltd., DCM- Hariyali Kisaan Bazaar, Pantaloons Retail, Reliance Retail, Pizza Hut, etc. There is almost no discrimination done in terms of pricing or promotions, but there is need to differentiate amongst these firms. The use of IT technology gives that point of differentiation. In any organization, if the effective use of IT is prevalent, then it will definitely be offering something different from others.

A. T. Kearney analysis in 2005 addressed that supermarkets are the most popular format today still they are scarce, even in major urban centers (see Figure 2). In the coming years hypermarkets, which will offer lower prices and more choices, are expected to dominate.
3. DATA MINING

Data Mining, a synonym to “knowledge discovery in databases” is a process of analyzing data from different perspective and summarizing it into useful information. It reveals patterns and trends that are hidden among the data. It is often viewed as a process of extracting valid, previously unknown, non-trivial and useful information from large databases [25]. Noonan [21] addresses that data mining is a process for sifting through lots of data to find information useful for decision making. Data mining helps in predicting the future of your business. Today, data mining can make the difference in every industry and organization throughout the world. The data can be mined and the results can be used to determine not only what the customers want, but to also predict what they will do. West [33] opinions that by relying on the power of data mining, retailers can maintain the consistency and accuracy of their underwriting decisions; they can significantly reduce the impact of fraudulent claims; and can have a better understanding of their customer’s wants and needs. Data mining can be used to control costs as well as contribute to revenue increases [30].

4. SEGMENTATION

Market segmentation is one of the most fundamental strategic marketing concepts. The better the segment(s) chosen for targeting by a particular organisation, the more successful the organization is assumed to be in the marketplace. The basis for selecting the optimal market segment to target is a (number of) segmentation solution(s) resulting from partitioning empirical data. Therefore the quality of groupings management chooses from is crucial to organisational success and requires professional use of techniques to determine potentially useful market segments. Thus, the methodology applied when constructing ([19],[32],[5]) or revealing([10],[8],[20],[2]) clusters from empirical survey data becomes a discriminating success factor and potential source of competitive advantage.

Segmenting a marketing target makes it easier to adapt the offer (price, service) and the communication to the economic value of the segment and to their sensitivities. There are many useable variables to separate the groups and they can be classified into different categories: attitudes, socio-demographic characteristics, geographical, frequentation of the media and distribution channels, relationship with the company and purchasing behavior [2]. This last group of variables has become the object of a growing interest because the information allies availability, precision, and certainty with a real behavior on behalf of the target [18]. The interest for buying behavior is further strengthened when the decision-maker no longer has to manage a few products, as a producer situation at the heart of the traditional marketing approach, but a large number of products, even a full distributor’s assortment [4].

The Segmentation module is recommended in cases where the specific result is unknown (for example, when identifying new patterns of fraud, or when identifying groups of interest in your customer base). Clustering models focus on identifying groups of similar records and labeling the records according to the group to which they belong. This is done without the benefit of prior knowledge about the groups and their characteristics, and it distinguishes clustering models from the other machine-learning techniques available in Clementine- there is no
predefined output or target field for the model to predict. There is no right or wrong answers for these models. Their value is determined by their ability to capture interesting groupings in the data and provide useful descriptions of those groupings. Clustering models are often used to create clusters or segments that are then used as inputs in subsequent analyses (for example, by segmenting potential customers into homogeneous subgroups).

5. KOHONEN CLUSTERING

Kohonen neural network was proposed in 1981. It is also called self-organizing feature maps neural network clustering method. It gets the clusters of data set by using iterative algorithm to optimize the objective function ([16], [35]). Clustering technique named Kohonen network (also called self-organizing map) is very different from statistical clustering methods such as K-Means. This technique is based on neural network concepts. They cluster or segment data on the basis of patterns of the input variables so that similar patterns (i.e., observations) are grouped together. In other words, a kohonen network can be deemed to be a system of nodes where each node gathers observations that are similar. That is, each node forms a cluster. An interesting feature of a Kohonen network is that the clustering results can be represented on a map (or grid) of clusters, where clusters that have more similar profiles are closer together. Kohonen neural network is one of the most popular neural network methods for cluster analysis. Its goal is to represent all points in a high-dimensional source space by points in a low-dimensional (usually 2-D or 3-D) target space, such that the distance and proximity relationships are preserved as much as possible. The method is particularly useful when a nonlinear mapping is inherent in the problem itself [11].

A Kohonen map, a neural network, allows the projection and clustering of data for which the proximity presents a meaning or interest. Kohonen neural network is a two layers feed-forward neural network, it has input layer and output layer. The number of neurons of input layer is M, which amounts to the dimension of input sample vector. The neurons of output layer are competitive output neurons, whose values are in {0, 1}. After self-organizing learning, Kohonen neural network makes the density of the connection weight vectors consistent with the probability distribution of input model, which means the density of the connection weight vectors could reflect the statistical features of input model. The layout of neurons in output layer has many forms; the typical one is two-dimension plane matrix ([34], [17]).

6. EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION

The Indian retail organization under study is the fastest growing retail organizations in India. The retail organization data were collected and analyzed by applying various Data mining techniques and tools to extract hidden and useful information. We use a data mining tool Clementine (a data mining tool of SPSS) and Kohonen neural network clustering algorithm to analyze the sales data of the retail organization, in order to find out the clusters of similar product categories. The sales data contained division, major category, major category description, bill quantity, price per unit, gross amount, discount, net value. It consisted of 6,598 records. After applying Kohonen Algorithm six different groups were found. In each group the characteristics of product with similar characteristic is found. Out of six groups, one group of FMCG (X=3, Y=0) having maximum number of observations (2135 records) is selected to find the behavior of this group (Figure 3).
This clearly shows that the fifth cluster of FMCG contains 15.39 percent ‘Food’ products with count of 1033 shows that in FMCG sector the Food is the one of the dominant category or in 5th group all the individuals buy food items frequently, 11.1 percent of ‘Non Food’ products with count of 745, 4.11 percent staples with count of 276 and 1.15 percent of fruits and vegetables with count of 75. The major portion is covered by ‘Food’ Products. So, in this group the people are generally buying the kitchen related items.

7. CONCLUSION

Data Mining based Kohonen Clustering in Indian Retail Industry helps in extracting important information from existing data and enables better decision-making throughout retail industry. In this paper, an empirical investigation was done using a data mining tool Clementine and Kohonen neural network clustering algorithm to analyze the real sales database of the Indian retail organization, in order to find out the clusters of similar product categories. The leading corporate in India have recognized that the business world is knowledge intensive with innovative or die approaches. All corporate utilize the technology for storing and managing enterprise related data. Those retailers that have realized the utility of data mining and are in the process of building a data mining environment for their decision-making process will reap immense benefit and derive considerable competitive advantage to withstand competition in future.
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